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Abstract: Through billions of years of evolution, a latent record of successful and failed design
practices has developed in nature. The endeavors to exploit this record have resulted in numerous
successful products in various fields of engineering, including, but not limited to, networking,
propulsion, surface engineering, and robotics. In this work, a study of existing biomimetic designs
has been carried out by categorizing the designs according to the biological organizational level, the
abstraction level, and a novelty measure. The criterion of novelty has been used as a partial measure
of the quality of bio-inspired and biomimetic designs already introduced, or ready to be introduced
to the market. Through this review and categorization, we recognize patterns in existing biomimetic
and bio-inspired products by analyzing their cross-categorical distribution. Using the distribution,
we identify the categories which yield novel bio-inspired designs. We also examine the distribution
to identify less explored areas of bio-inspired design. Additionally, this study is a step forward in
aiding the practitioners of biomimetics in identifying the categories which yield the highest novelty
products in their area of interest.

Keywords: biomimetics categorization; biomimetics distribution; patterns in biomimetics; novel
bio-inspired design

1. Introduction

In recent years, inspiration from biology has noticeably influenced engineering design. There are
numerous successful biological entities which inspire solutions to human challenges and stimulate
the creation of new engineering knowledge [1–4]. Biology has the potential to provide tools and
processes to develop solutions that are far more resilient and sustainable than their man-made
counter-parts [4,5]. This is because biology solves problems largely by manipulating the factors
ignored by technology [4]. The process of biomimetics is based on cross-domain analogies and requires
expertise in two fundamentally disparate domains of engineering and biology [6,7]. Humans have
used biology as an inspiration to solve engineering problems for almost 3000 years [4]. Yet, potential
users still face challenges within a bioinspired or biomimetic design process, resulting in fragmented
and isolated research areas [2,4]. This is due to the reason that biological problem-solving strategies
generally cannot be directly carried over from biology to technology but rather require a creative
implementation method [4,8].

Typically, designers incorporating the use of biomimetics in their design strategies face challenges
during the search and selection of inspiration from the large biological databases, the scaling of
biological strategies to the problem at hand, and generating nonconflicting biomimetic solutions for
integrated engineering design [9].

In order to clearly identify challenges faced by practitioners of bio-inspired design, Helms
conducted an experiment on an undergraduate class consisting of inter-disciplinary students [6].
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The experiment involved the conceptualization of a bio-inspired solution for a given problem. Based
on the results of Helms, eight types of errors that could occur in a biologically inspired process were
identified as follows:

1. Vaguely defined problem;
2. Poor problem-solution pairing;
3. Over-simplification of complex functions;
4. Using ‘off the shelf’ biological solutions;
5. Simplification of optimization problem;
6. Solution Fixation;
7. Misapplied analogy;
8. Improper analogical transfer.

Shu further related the identified errors to the level of similarity between the biological
phenomenon and their corresponding biomimetic concepts developed in technology [10]. Based on
strategic accuracy and abstraction level of biological entities, Shu observed four similarity types: literal
implementation, biological transfer, anomaly, and analogy [10,11]. Shu concluded that out of the
four categories, only analogical similarity accurately transfers the strategy of a biological entity to
the concept without transferring the biological entity itself [10]. Further, Waneik identified eleven
underlying challenges in a four-step normative biomimetic process flow from idea to the market [3].
A compilation of 50-year progress in bio-inspired design indicated that the field of biomimetics lacks a
clear method to carry-out the process [12]. The successful implementation of biomimetics in technology
most critically depends upon establishing the biology-technology analogy at the appropriate level
of abstraction [10,13,14]. This requires multi-level abstraction and suitable modification of biological
strategies, which need to be made understandable for potential designers having little to no expertise
in biology [7,8].

To address the problems existing in biomimetic processes, efforts have been made to develop
normative biomimetic processes and identify approaches that can aid the non-experts in biology and
lead to a successful implementation of biomimetic strategy. Two general approaches to biomimetics
have been proposed in the literature: a problem-driven approach and a solution-driven approach.
What we will term as the problem-driven approach has been represented as a problem-driven
approach [2,3,6,15], a problem-based approach [9,12], a challenge-based approach [12], biomimetics
by analogy [16], challenge to biology [17], a top-down approach [7,8,18], and a mechanism-driven
approach [19]. Although different representations exist, the high-level sequence of activities that lead
to a design solution remains the same. Similarly, the solution-driven approach has been represented as
a solution-driven approach [6,15], a solution-based approach [2,3,9,12], biomimetics by induction [16],
biology to design [17], a bottom-up approach [7,8,18], and an organism-driven approach [19]).

The problem-driven approach largely emerges from engineers and designers seeking to utilize
biological principles and strategies in both solving general design problems and innovating through
limitations existing in technology. On the contrary, the solution-driven approach largely emerges from
biological and life-science experts seeking to utilize their expertise in developing novel applications
in technology. However, both approaches allow a systematic consideration of biological systems
during solution creation or extraction phases of the design process [20]. Moreover, both processes
show a similar trend in the transfer of information from the biological to technological domain
and vice-versa [9]. Multiple studies have analyzed the use of the two approaches in developing
biomimetic products. Generally, the motive to adopt biomimetic designs in technology is to generate
multi-functional designs [21]. This motive is achieved by both problem-driven and solution-driven
approaches [6]. The Bio-M database reflects that the use of solution-driven approach is more prominent
among the practitioners of biomimetics [12].

The two approaches to biomimetics, in practice, do not span all the approaches followed by the
practitioners of biomimetics [12,22]. Moreover, the two approaches only provide a general procedure
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to apply biomimetics in engineering design. As a method, both may fail to aid practitioners of
biomimetics in identifying biological domains relevant to their area of interest.

As a static analysis, the method of categorization has the potential to illuminate that state of the
art of biomimetic practice. Additionally, the review and categorization of existing biomimetic products
enables the study of cases of biomimetic design beyond just the problem-driven and solution-driven
approach. Such knowledge informs the design practitioner as well as the biomimetic design researcher.
Through organization and categorization of biomimetic designs, different biomimetic design methods
can be identified and codified. The methods of categorical distribution of bio-inspired products have
been used in multiple studies to analyze the focus and trend of the practice of biomimetics [11,23,24].
The cross-categorization of biomimetic products has been analyzed to reveal prominent areas of
bio-inspired design practice, and to identify the unexplored categories for bio-inspired design
research [24]. The study was performed by categorizing biomimetic products based on the level
of biological organization, the class of biological entity, the type of technical system developed, and the
frequency of application. The analysis concluded that most existing biomimetic products are inspired
by animals, and most bio-inspired technological developments take place in the area of ‘Biomechatronic
and Robotics’. In addition, the study identified ‘Plant Kingdom’ and biological organizational levels of
‘molecules’, ‘cell’, and ‘population’ as the less frequently explored areas, indicating future bio-inspired
design research directions [24].

However, the biomimetic studies in existing literature do not consider the qualitative effect of
bio-inspirations on technology, that is, novelty. While several studies have identified the significance of
novelty in developing quality concepts for engineering problems, the notion of novelty in biomimetics
has been emphasized by relatively fewer studies. The suggested method utilizes a qualitative metric
for novelty in determining bio-inspirations for engineering designs. Additionally, the method mitigates
the exhaustive search currently required to identify relevant bio-inspirations for solving engineering
problems by identifying categories that lead to comparatively more novel bio-inspired designs than
other categories.

In the remainder of this paper, we create and apply a categorization framework for biomimetic
designs. We attempt to categorize biomimetic products based on their biological organizational
level, their abstraction level and their novelty. One element of our organizational structure is a
measure of the novelty of the resultant biomimetic design. Measures of design novelty are an
evolving construct in design research and thus using design novelty as a categorization metric is
challenging [25–27]. Nevertheless, innovation and novelty are key drivers of biomimetic design
interest. We must address some notion of design innovation as we push forward the progress of
biomimetic design. Our categorization framework allows a designer to review biomimetic design
cases that are novel. And, thus, through following in the footsteps of previous biomimetic designers,
pursue a path of exploration that has provided novel results in the past.

2. Materials and Methods

To analyze the state-of-the-art patterns of biomimetic design practices existing in technology, we
created a sample set indicating the current practice of biomimetic design by identifying biomimetic
designs available in the literature. Our goal here is to determine the categories which contribute
significantly to the development of quality biomimetic products. The distinction between the
definitions ‘biomimetics’ and ‘bio-inspired’ is acknowledged by the authors [28]. Biomimetics has been
defined as a subset of bio-inspired design in the literature [2,28]. Although bio-inspired design and
biomimetics have different effects on the product design, the final outcome of the two approaches is the
same, that is, the invention of a product that has been made possible with the knowledge originating
from nature [3]. In this study, we consider the final outcome of the approach, independent of the
approach used to develop the product. Therefore, we find it justified to include both biomimetic and
bio-inspired designs in this search and review. Subsequently, the material in the study has been labeled
as ‘biomimetic designs’ but contains bio-inspired designs as well.
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In 2008, Vincent analyzed the trend of biomimetic products by categorizing them according to
the engineering domains of application [23]. As many biomimetic designs do not end up as feasible
products, Vincent proposed using biomimetic designs that had emerged or were ready to emerge
as market products as the sample [23]. We used the same methodology in this research for defining
the sample set for analysis. Our indicative sample set consisted of biomimetic designs that were
in the implementation stage, that is, a prototype of the design existed, and/or was available to
compare its performance with its respective technological counterpart, if any. Biomimetic designs
that had already been implemented, for example, in commercially available products and patents
were also included in the set. To avoid replication of biomimetic products within the sample set,
we used the AskNature database to search for biomimetics designs [29]. The database provides a
list consisting of two hundred one (n = 201) biomimetic design ideas. We identified the biomimetic
products at or beyond implementation phase in database. The products were selected independent
of the design approach being problem-driven or solution-based. We also considered the instances
of biomimetic design where the abiotic phenomenon, like the water cycle, inspired the biomimetic
product. The resultant sample set was further refined by using additional criteria which is described
as follows:

• We only considered the designs that resulted in a tangible product/prototype. Cases of
bio-inspired designs that resulted in intangible products, for example, bio-inspired optimization
algorithms, were not considered as a part of the sample set. Such selection criteria helped focus
our search and review without significantly affecting the scope of the study.

• Certain designs were observed which involved inspiration from multiple biological instances.
In such cases, each inspiration was accounted as a separate entity in the compiled sample set.
For example, bio-inspired anti-ice coatings were found to be inspired by two biological entities,
lotus leaves and poison dart frog skin [30]. Therefore, the combined design was counted as two
individual bio-inspired designs.

We found one hundred eighty-eight (n = 188) cases of biomimetic designs which satisfied the
selection criteria. This sample set is non-exhaustive but serves as an indicator of the practice of
biomimetic design.

Once the indicative sample set was generated, each design in the sample was categorized
according to three variables: biological organizational level, abstraction level, and novelty. This
categorization provides a concise way to understand important elements of the biomimetic process
outcome for each design. The biological organizational level provides an indication of where the
biological phenomenon was found. The abstraction level indicates the degree of similarity between
the biological phenomena and its corresponding solution realized in technology. The novelty measure
provides insight about the quality of the biomimetic product and its application. The categories have
been discussed in detail in the subsequent sections. Further, the detailed analysis and classification of
six biomimetic products has been shown as an example.

2.1. Biological Organizational Level

Researchers and scientists study biology by classifying biological phenomena into several levels
of organization. The biological organization scale is a hierarchy of levels, ranging from molecule to
biosphere. Each level is made of components of the smaller level and itself is a component of the
larger level. In the context of this work, the biological organizational level indicates the level at which
of the biological phenomenon serving as the inspiration to the design was identified. In the field of
biomimetics, the biological organizational scale has been used to generalize biological phenomenon in
order to effectively identify biological analogies for engineering design [24,31,32]. The scale originally
consisted of eleven levels. However, during categorization, we observed certain patterns which led
to reduction of the scale to nine levels. Most of the bio-inspirations taken from the community level
were based on interactions between the populations and did not result in tangible designs. Moreover,
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other designs inspired by the phenomenon at the community level could be seen in at least one of
the smaller hierarchical levels. For example, the design of shading structures was inspired by the
phenomenon of shading shown by forest canopy, that is a community of trees in a forest. The same
phenomenon was also found to be performed by a population of trees, hence, the smallest biological
level of observation was population and not community. The biosphere level showed a similar trend.
The biosphere level includes the sum of all ecosystems present on earth. Essentially, each ecosystem is
capable of independent existence and are mostly isolated from each other, the phenomenon occurring
in the biosphere level could be seen in at least one of the existing ecosystems. Therefore, we found
it justified to omit the levels of community and biosphere from the biological organizational scale.
This resulted in a final scale consisted of nine levels as following:

1. Molecule;
2. Organelle;
3. Cell;
4. Tissue;
5. Organ;
6. Organ System;
7. Organism;
8. Population;
9. Ecosystem.

In some cases, biomimetic designs were found to be inspired by biological phenomenon occurring
at multiple biological levels [33]. In such cases, we selected the smallest biological level at which the
phenomenon was observed. For example, self-assembly is common throughout nature and occurs
at multiple scales [34]. The smallest level of its occurrence is the molecule level; therefore, we chose
molecule as the level of products inspired by self-assembly. In cases where the design was inspired by
secretions by organisms, we chose the smallest biological level at which the role of the secretion was
significant to be the categorized biological level of inspiration. Two examples of biomimetic designs
inspired by secretions playing role at different biological levels have been provided in Section 3.4.

In order to analyze the effect of visible biological phenomenon on the quantity and quality of
biomimetic designs, we formally defined a layman visible scale. Our goal in defining the layman
visible scale was to capture some limited set of biological knowledge that a design engineer would
have for using bio-inspiration, without actively seeking aid from experts in biology. If the source of
bio-inspiration fell on the layman visibility scale, it probably implied that the identification of the
bio-inspiration required a lower degree of insight into biology by engineering designers. In such cases,
the bio-inspiration could be identified by engineering designers with little or no expert aid. However,
this could also imply that the identified bio-inspiration was serendipitous or well known. Thus, we
used the layman visible scale as a basis to analyze the novelty of the biomimetic products inspired by
serendipitously and obviously discovered biological entities.

For a level to fall on layman visible scale, two conditions were imposed as follows:

1. The phenomenon occurring at the level should be visible to the naked eye without the use of any
aiding device.

2. The level should have a surface interaction with the external environment.

Based on the criteria defined for layman visible scale, we analyzed the ‘layman visibility’ for each
level in the biological organizational scale. The levels of molecule, organelle and cell are only visible
using microscopes and other magnifying devices and hence, are not layman visible.

The levels of organ and tissue, in general, are visible to the unaided naked eye, but in general
cannot be categorized as falling on the layman visible scale as a whole. For example, internal tissues
and organs, such as bones and muscles, do not interact with the external environment, that is the
atmosphere and function inside the body. By contrast, skin and leaves have direct interaction with
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the external environment and hence satisfy both conditions of layman visibility. However, a closer
analysis reveals that about 83% of the designs inspired by organs and tissues fall on the layman visible
scale. Hence, we attributed both levels of tissue and organ as layman visible.

The level of organ system, despite being visible without any aid, do not have surface interactions
with the external environment. Thus, they violate one condition of layman visibility and, therefore,
can be kept out of the layman visible scale.

Levels of organism and population are generally visible to the naked eye, with the exception of
microscopic organisms and population. We analyzed that only 6% of the biomimetic designs inspired
in the categories of organism and population are inspired by microscopic life forms. Therefore, the
levels of organism and population were attributed as layman visible.

The ecosystem level is somewhat too large to be visible as a whole to the unaided naked eye,
therefore, we chose it to be kept out of the layman visibility scale.

The layman visible scale was finally comprised of four levels of biological organization: tissues,
organs, organism, and population.

2.2. Abstraction Level

Biomimetics involves mapping of information from biology to the technology using analogical
reasoning [2,35]. More precisely, a worthwhile biological phenomenon is carried-over to technology
to develop a novel solution for some identified problem in technology [11,35]. The degree of biology
to technology carry-over can vary depending upon the requirement and the state of knowledge of
the designer [11]. We used the abstraction level to qualitatively define the degree of carry-over from
biology to technology for each design. The abstraction level refers to the hierarchical level at which the
design was manipulated in technology to achieve the biomimetic solution to the respective problem.
The abstraction level has been classified in multiple ways in the literature. Vincent identified six
categories of operational fields (analogous to design entities) in an attempt to qualitatively differentiate
between the solutions provided by nature and technology [4]. A problem, be it in technology or nature,
could be solved by manipulation of one or more of the following fields: substance, structure, space,
time, energy and information [4]. The nature of biological phenomenon can also be classified into
three categories: form, behavior, and principles [11]. This form of categorization by Mak and Shu is
hierarchical in nature, that is, form is a subset of behavior which, in turn, is a subset of principles.
Vincent studied the biomimetic products which were ready to be introduced or had been introduced
in the market by classifying them into three broad categories: materials, surface structures, and
mechanisms [23]. Bio-inspired products have also been classified based on the type of engineering
problem solved by using inspiration from biology [24,36].

We used a modified version of Mak and Shu’s method for the classification of the abstraction
levels. The categories of behavior and principle were used in the original context. In order to elaborate
on the variety of mimicked biological phenomenon, we split the category of form in two categories.
An inspiration of form mimics the materials, structures, mechanisms or processes in biology [23].
However, the inspiration from biological materials and structures was observed to overlap in some
cases where the structure of the biological material serves as the inspiration for the design. Therefore,
to avoid ambiguity, we used a collective category of ‘Materials and Structures’. A similar ambiguity
was observed in case of mechanisms and processes, so we merged both categories into a single category
of ‘Mechanisms and Processes’. Hence, we qualitatively defined the abstraction level of the biomimetic
designs by classifying them into four categories. The four categories form an abstraction hierarchy as
shown in Figure 1.
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2.3. Novelty

Using the criteria of novelty for categorization is an assessment of design innovation. Innovation
measures of a product are of crucial importance to engineering. Although the term ‘innovation’ is
used equivocally with ‘innovativeness’, the two terms are disparate [26,37]. Assessing the measure of
innovation requires consideration of both technological and market perspectives of a design, while the
measure of innovativeness considers only the technological perspective [26]. Innovativeness is most
frequently used as a measure of newness of a product, independent of its effect on the market [26].
As the designs/products in the sample space are limited to implementation or higher phase, therefore,
we find it convenient to determine the innovation measure by only considering the technological
perspective of the design. However, we acknowledge that the market perspective is no less important
than the technological perspective while determining the innovation measure. Both innovation and
innovativeness are multi-dimensional measures [26,38–40]. At least fifteen constructs have been used
to model innovativeness which cumulatively use fifty-one scale items to measure innovativeness [26].

Despite the representation of innovativeness in multiple ways, innovativeness of a product has
always been modeled as the degree of discontinuity in marketing and/or technological factors [26,40].
In order to qualitatively define innovation and innovativeness, multiple methods of categorization
have been proposed and practiced in the literature. The methods are mostly based on the type and
degree of discontinuity a product causes in the market [26,41–43]. Novelty has been identified as
an important driver of innovation [44,45]. There exist multiple methods of assessing the novelty of
a product, which include qualitative grading of the function satisfied by a product or an idea [46],
counting of distinct solution ideas based on prior knowledge [44,46–48] and the citation information
of an idea [49].

Sarkar and Chakrabarti identified that most of the methods for assessing novelty focused on
identifying whether a design is novel or not, and not on defining the degree of novelty, and proposed a
method to determine the qualitative measure of creativity of a product by considering two constructs of
creativity as novelty and usefulness [25]. Since creativity plays a crucial role in empowering innovation,
it can be deemed as a measure of innovation of a product, where the novelty and usefulness are
analogous to innovativeness and market impact [25]. Sarkar and Chakrabarti analyzed the pairwise
correlation between novelty, usefulness and creativity, and found that the novelty of a design has
a greater impact on creativity than its usefulness [25]. Moreover, the market success of a product
depends upon its degree of novelty [38]. Thus, the qualitative measure of novelty was chosen as a
measure of innovativeness.

We used Sarkar and Chakrabarti’s method to assess the novelty of identified biomimetic designs.
The method qualitatively categorizes products into four categories based on their novelty: very
high novelty products, high novelty products, medium novelty products, and low novelty products.
The novelty of a product is determined by comparing the Function–Behavior–Structure (FBS) model or
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the SAPPhIRE constructs of the product with those of the already existing products. The function of a
system/design is a description of what the system does and is at a higher level of abstraction than
behavior. The behavior is defined as how the intended function is achieved by the structure of the
design [50]. The SAPPhIRE model consists of eight constructs arranged in a hierarchical structure.
The mapping of the SAPPhIRE model to the FBS model is shown in Figure 2.

Sarkar and Chakrabarti’s method analyzes the difference in the constructs of the new and existing
products to determine the relative degree of novelty of the new product. The highest construct at which
the new product can be different from the existing product is then identified. The higher the hierarchy
of the construct at which the difference lies, the higher the novelty score of the new product [25].
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Since the qualitative impact of the biomimetic solutions on technology was to be analyzed, we
assessed the novelty of the biomimetic products by comparing their FBS and SAPPhIRE constructs to
the products existing in current technology and not with other biomimetic designs. We will refer to
the technological products relevant to the biomimetic product being analyzed as ‘existing products’.
We determined the FBS and SAPPhIRE constructs for each biomimetic product. In some cases,
the AskNature database provided the difference between the biomimetic product, and the existing
products. In other cases, the differences were sought for and found in the literature. The identified
differences between the biomimetic product and the new product were then mapped to the SAPPhIRE
model. Based on the comparison of the SAPPhIRE constructs, products can be classified as follows [25]:

Very High Novelty Product: If the biomimetic product differs from existing products at function
or action levels, the biomimetic product is attributed as a very high novelty product. Very highly novel
biomimetic products generally result in the introduction of new functions in existing technology.

High Novelty Product: If the biomimetic product and existing products perform the same function
(action) and the biomimetic product differs from existing products in the SAPPhIRE construct of input
or state change (interpretation of the input), the biomimetic product is attributed as a high novelty
product. High novelty biomimetic products generally result in new approaches to perform functions
already performed by existing technology.

Medium Novelty Product: If the biomimetic product and existing products are similar in
constructs of action, input and state change, and the new product differs from existing products
in terms of physical phenomenon or physical effect, the new product is attributed as medium novelty
product. The medium novelty biomimetic products achieve functions already performed by the
current technology. However, the approach differs at a lower level of abstraction as compared to high
novelty products.
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Low Novelty Product: If the new product is only a structural variant of an existing product the
new product is attributed as a low novelty product. In this case, the new and the existing product
perform the same function (action) and exhibit similar behavior. The difference lies in the organ or
part level. Low novelty biomimetic products achieve functions already performed by the current
technology using the same approach but in a more efficient way.

In order to assess the novelty of a design, the design needs to be sufficiently detailed to determine
its FBS or SAPPhIRE constructs. However, certain biomimetic designs reviewed indicated only the
behavior of the design and not design function. For example, one of the biomimetic designs was the
mimicry of the structure of the shark skin which resulted in a reduced drag [51]. Drag reduction is a
form of behavior, which ultimately helps in achieving a function which was not explicitly defined in
the literature describing the shark skin suit [52]. The essence of bio-inspiration lies in the fact that the
inspiration either provides a new application in technology or improves the performance of current
technology in an existing application. Therefore, in such cases where only behavioral aspects of the
design could be identified, we assumed that the design aided in satisfying a function already existing
in the technology. The non-existence of a unique function in some biomimetic design automatically
meant that the design was not very highly novel, because the design function was already achievable
by current technology. Subsequently, we used the remaining SAPPhIRE constructs to determine
whether the novelty of the biomimetic product is high, medium or low. The sequence of steps followed
for assessing novelty of the biomimetic products is shown in Figure 3.
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2.4. Categorization of Biomimetic Products

This section provides detailed analysis and classification of biomimetic products according to the
criteria described in prior sections. To carefully illustrate the process and provide a roadmap for future
biomimetic design analysis, the example classification of seven biomimetic products is presented in
some detail in the following sub-sections. The summary of these classifications is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Full classification of seven biomimetic designs.

Product/Application Biological Organizational Level Abstraction Level Novelty

Self-Healing Concrete Tissue Behavior Very High
Pipeline Leak Sealer Organ System Mechanism High

Water Management System Ecosystem Principles High
Self-cleaning Paint Organ Structure Medium

Surgical Glue Organism Material Medium
Vibro-Wind Organ Behavior Medium

Anti-fouling Coatings Organ Material Low

2.4.1. Self-Healing Concrete

Description: Self-healing is a behavior commonly exhibited in biological systems. Inspired by the
self-healing behavior observed in biology, researchers have developed a new form of concrete [53].
Structures built using the biomimetic concrete allows concrete structures to be more flexible and
hence, avoid fracturing. Even if fracturing does occur, the concrete at the location of the crack absorbs
moisture from the surrounding air, grows until the crack, and finally solidifies to its original strength.

Biological Organizational Level: The self-healing behavior can be observed occurring at multiple
levels on the biological organizational scale. However, the smallest level at which the self-healing
phenomenon has been observed is at the cellular level. Therefore, the biological organizational level
for the biomimetic product is cell.

Abstraction Level: The biomimetic product and existing products do not have the same structure,
material, or mechanism. Rather, the self-healing behavior of biological systems serves as the inspiration
to develop self-healing biomimetic product. Hence, the abstraction level is behavior.

Novelty: The new biomimetic product performs the function of ‘self-healing’. Existing products
are not capable of performing the same function as the biomimetic product. Therefore, the biomimetic
product is a very high novelty product.

2.4.2. Pipeline Leak Sealer

Description: Platelet Technology™ was discovered by Dr. Ian McEwan when he cut his finger on
a sheet of paper. It is an innovative way of sealing and locating leaks in a single integrated process,
based on how human blood carries platelets to the surface of a wound to stop the bleeding [54].
Whereas conventional leak sealing techniques require direct access to the leak, Platelet technology
can be implemented remotely, mimicking the healing process in the human body to work with the
pressure in the pipeline and seal from the inside.

Biological Organizational Level: The product is inspired by the human circulatory system.
The platelets are unable to perform the function unless they are carried by the blood to the leaking
area. Therefore, the biological organizational level is organ system.

Abstraction Level: The biological mechanism of internal leak sealing has been mimicked to
perform the same function in technology. Therefore, the abstraction level is mechanisms and processes.

Novelty: The function of the biomimetic product is detection and healing of defects in pipelines.
Current technology is capable of performing this function, although not autonomously. Further, the
difference in the biomimetic and existing products lies in the method of a physical phenomenon of
detection and healing. Therefore, the biomimetic product is categorized as a high novelty product.
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2.4.3. Water Management System

Description: In an ecosystem, vegetation provides a damping mechanism that slows and redirects
the surface water run-off, allowing it to soak into the soil. This damping phenomenon is distributed
throughout the whole ecosystem so that no matter where rain falls, the surface water movement
is slowed, and absorbed or stored in rivers and lakes to be used by the ecosystem’s inhabitants.
This·water management technique is serving as inspiration for designing cities that better manage the
stormwater runoff [29]. The new biomimetic design prevents overflows from sewer systems during
storms, results in lesser soil erosion, and prevents damage by reducing the speed of stormwater runoff.

Biological Organizational Level: The surface water management technique has been observed in
natural ecosystems. Thus, the biological organizational level is ecosystem.

Abstraction Level: The product does not mimic the form or the behavior of a natural ecosystem.
Rather the natural principles of water management serve as the inspiration for designing cities.
Therefore, the abstraction level is principles.

Novelty: The biomimetic product (city) manages stormwater runoff more effectively than the
existing products. Therefore, the existing products are capable of performing the function performed
by the new biomimetic product. The input to the product is stormwater, which is the same for the new
and existing products. However, the difference exists in the way the input (water) is handled, that is,
the SAPPhIRE construct of state change. Therefore, the biomimetic product is a high novelty product.

2.4.4. Self-Cleaning Paint

Description: Many plant surfaces remain dirt-free, simply by how their complex surface
topography interacts with the physics of water molecules [55]. This self-cleaning ability is a result of
high degree of hydrophobicity of the microstructure. Lotusan exterior coating, inspired by self-cleaning
ability of lotus leaves, mimics this structural strategy to regain its cleanliness automatically after the
mere rinse of a rain shower. Existing self-cleaning surfaces achieve hydrophobicity due to their
chemical nature, this limits the material type that can be used.

Biological Organizational Level: The lowest biological entity at which the phenomenon is seen
is the leaves of lotus plant, which are regarded as the organs of the plant. Thus, the biological
organizational level is organ.

Abstraction Level: The microstructure of the lotus leaf surface has been mimicked to exhibit
superhydrophobic behavior and thus perform the same function in the engineered domain as it does
in the biological domain. Therefore, the abstraction level is mechanisms and processes.

Novelty: Super-hydrophobic materials do exist in current technology; therefore, the function can,
in principle, be performed by existing products. But existing products achieve superhydrophobicity
by the virtue of their chemical nature, while the biomimetic product achieves superhydrophobicity by
the virtue of its surface microstructure. Therefore, the physical phenomenon on which the biomimetic
product is based is different from the existing products. Therefore, the new biomimetic product is a
medium novelty product.

2.4.5. Surgical Glue

Description: During surgery, it may be difficult to apply stitches to internal wounds without
damaging the tissue or to use surgical glues without the glues being washed away. Gecko Biomedical
has designed a bioinspired light-activated tissue adhesive that works as a surgical sealant [56].
The properties of this adhesive gel are inspired by sticky and quick-setting secretions produced
by sandcastle worms. The worms use the secretions to bind building materials (such as sand) together
to build their home.
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Biological Organizational Level: The product is inspired by the properties of secretions of
sandcastle worms. Since the secretion plays a role in the protection of the sandcastle worm, the
biological organizational level is organism.

Abstraction Level: The material secreted by the sandcastle worm is mimicked to develop a
product that performs better than existing surgical glues. Hence, the abstraction level is structures
and materials.

Novelty: The new biomimetic product has been developed to enhance the properties of existing
surgical glues. Therefore, the function performed by the new product can be performed by existing
products. The material properties of the new biomimetic product are different from that of existing
products performing the same function. The highest level in the SAPPhIRE model at which the new
product differs from existing products exists in the way the glue interacts with its environment, that is
the construct of physical phenomenon. Therefore, the product is a medium novelty product.

2.4.6. Vibro-Wind

Description: Current wind harvesting methods use rotary turbines to generate electricity.
However, the existing methods have multiple shortcomings which include noise generation, danger to
birds, and difficultly of implementation in urban environments. Inspired by the oscillatory movement
of leaves in the wind, researchers at Cornell University have developed a mechanism which utilizes
leaf-like vibratory motion to harvest energy [29]. The mechanism is capable of functioning in variable
wind speeds, and generates little noise and vibration.

Biological Organizational Level: The energy harvesting mechanism has been inspired by the
movement of leaves. Since leaves are regarded as organs of a plant, the biological organizational level
is organ.

Abstraction Level: The vibratory motion of leaves is mimicked to develop a mechanism for
harvesting wind energy. In nature, the motion is not used to harness energy. Hence, the abstraction
level is behavior.

Novelty: The new biomimetic product has been developed to counter the limitations in existing
wind harvesting methods. Therefore, the function performed by the biomimetic product can be
performed by the existing products. The input to the product is wind, which is the same for the
new and existing products. The state change is from wind energy to mechanical energy, which is
also the same as existing products. However, the physical effect of wind on the biomimetic product
is vibration/oscillation, while it is rotation in existing products. Therefore, the highest level in the
SAPPhIRE model at which the new product differs from existing products exists at the SAPPhIRE
construct of physical effect. Hence, the product is categorized as a medium novelty product.

2.4.7. Anti-Fouling Coatings

Description: Some organisms like fish have a coating consisting of bacteria and other substances
on their skin. This coating repels undesirable organisms from attaching themselves to the skin of fish,
and slowing the fish down. The repulsive coating contains only solids and is devoid of any solvents.
Eco-Clad® paint is inspired by these biological coatings and eliminates the use of VOCs (volatile
organic compounds) and other toxicity issues of existing biocides [29]. Eco-Clad paint provides a more
environment-friendly way to prevent biological fouling of boats.

Biological Organizational Level: The product is inspired by the properties of fish secretions. Since
the secretion plays a role in protecting fish skin from biological fouling, the biological organizational
level is tissue.

Abstraction Level: The material secreted by fish is mimicked to develop a product which is more
bio-friendly than existing anti-fouling paints. Hence, the abstraction level is structures and materials.
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Novelty: The new biomimetic product has been developed to enhance the characteristics of
existing anti-fouling paints, therefore the function performed by the product can be performed
by the existing products. The interaction of the product with its environment is the same, that
is, repulsion. The material properties (SAPPhIRE construct of structure) are different from existing
product. Therefore, the product is categorized as a low novelty product.

The examples illustrated above show the systematic approach used to recognize, understand, and
categorize each of the biomimetic products in the sample set. To assure reliability of the categorization
performed in this study, we measured the inter-rater agreements for the categorization of biomimetic
products performed in this study. The biological organizational scale was observed to be free of
subjectivity, therefore we measured the inter-rater agreements only for the categories of abstraction
level and novelty. Prior to this work, Srinivasan and Chakrabarti assess the subjectivity in categorizing
design outcomes into one of the SAPPhIRE constructs and found acceptable agreement score [57].
The biomimetic products in this study were rated by two raters. Both the raters belonged to different
geographical, educational and cultural backgrounds, but had prior knowledge about biomimetics and
bio-inspired engineering design. One of the raters classified all of the products in the sample, while
the other classified twenty products selected at random from the sample. The abstraction level scale
formed a nominal scale of categorization; therefore, we used Cohen’s Kappa coefficient for assessing
the inter-rater agreement [58,59]. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was found to be 0.7989 for the scale of
abstraction level, which suggested substantial agreement [60]. The novelty rating formed an ordinal
scale of categorization; therefore, we used weighted Cohen’s Kappa coefficient with linear weights
was used for assessing the inter-rater agreement [59,60]. The weighted Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was
found to be 0.8118 for the novelty, which suggested almost perfect agreement [60].

3. Results and Discussion

In order to predict the pattern in existing biomimetic designs, we analyzed their distribution
among the three categories in five possible combinations. The first distribution involved arrangement
of designs according to the level of biological organization and the abstraction level. Our intent was to
identify the prominent biological levels serving as inspiration for each abstraction level. The other four
combinations involved the spread of novelty across the biological levels for each type of abstraction
level. Our intent was to identify the biological levels which tend to inspire biomimetic designs with
high and very high novelty score. The term ‘good novelty’ is used to refer to designs with very high
and high novelty.

3.1. Level-Nature Distribution

The distribution of the abstraction levels across the levels of biological organizational scale is
shown in Figure 4. On the biological organizational scale, the organism level accounts for the highest
number (36%) of the total generated biomimetic designs. The layman visibility scale accounts for 73%
of total analyzed biomimetic designs. As we go higher in the hierarchy of abstraction level, the number
of biomimetic designs in the particular abstraction level tends to decrease.
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Figure 4. Level-Nature Distribution of Biomimetic Designs (n = 188).

3.2. Biomimicry of Structures and Materials

The novelty distribution according to the level of biological organization for the inspiration
domain of structures and materials is shown in Figure 5. The organism level accounts for the highest
number (38%) of all the designs mimicking biological structures and materials. 85% of the analyzed
biomimetic structures and materials are inspired by the organizational levels falling on the layman
visible scale. We observed the biological organizational levels of organelle and cell to be the lowest
contributors to the development of biomimetic structures and materials. However, very few (6%) of
the biomimetic structures and materials were found to a good novelty score. This is because most of
the designs mimicking structures and materials only describe the behavior of the biomimetic design
and not its function. Consequently, we can say that the biomimetic designs analyzed in the study
mostly focus on improving the functionality of the existing technological designs and rarely introduce
new functions. Moreover, we observed that a substantial number (87%) of the low novelty biomimetic
products fall on the layman visible scale.
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3.3. Biomimicry of Mechanisms and Processes

The distribution of the novelty of biomimetic mechanisms and processes according to the level
of biological organizational scale is shown in Figure 6. The mimicry of biological mechanisms and
processes spans across all the levels on the biological scale. The organism level accounts for highest
number (40%) of all biomimetic mechanisms and processes. 76% of the analyzed biomimetic structures
and materials are inspired by the organizational levels falling on the layman visible scale. 34% of the
designs mimicking biological mechanisms and processes have a good novelty score. The designs with
the highest novelty score were found at the tissue levels. We observed biological organizational levels
of cell and ecosystem to be the lowest contributors to bio-inspired mechanisms and processes.
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3.4. Biomimicry of Behavior

The distribution of the novelty of the designs mimicking biological behavior according to the level
of biological organization is shown in Figure 7. The organism level inspires the highest number (26%)
of designs mimicking biological behavior. In contrast to the biomimicry of form, 76% of the designs
mimicking biological behavior have a good novelty score. The designs with the highest novelty score
were found at the organelle, tissue, organ system and the organism level.
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3.5. Biomimicry of Principles

The distribution of the novelty of designs mimicking biological principles according to the level of
biological organization is shown in Figure 8. Due to comparatively lesser number of biomimetic designs
inspired by biological principles in the analyzed set, the statistical significance of cross-categorical
study is comparatively lesser than other abstraction levels. However, we observed that all the designs
mimicking biological principles are inspired by biological entities at organism or higher organizational
levels. The Ecosystem level serves as the most prominent biological level in the inspiration of biological
principles. Moreover, we found a substantial proportion of the total number of biomimetic products
inspired by biological principles to have a good novelty score. The distribution shows that the
principles governing biological phenomena occurring at biological levels lower than the organism
level might not have been effectively used in development of technology.
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4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we presented an approach for determining patterns in biomimetic designs by
categorizing biomimetic products according to the biological organizational level, the abstraction level,
and novelty. The sample set used in this study indicates a pattern in novelty of existing biomimetic
products. Utilizing the pattern observed in the novelty of existing biomimetic products, practitioners
of biomimetics can identify the prominent biological organization levels, and determine the degree of
biology to technology carry-over required for generating novel biomimetic solutions to engineering
problems. Moreover, researchers can utilize the suggested method to identify the less explored
biological levels that may carry potential bio-inspirations.

Firstly, we defined a layman scale to account for describing inspiration from the visible and
well-known biological entities. The study indicates that the layman visible scale, specifically, the
organism level is the most preferred level for the exploration of biomimetic structures, materials,
mechanisms and behavior. This suggests that most of the existing biomimetic designs required lower
degrees of insight into biology by engineering designers, and/or are inspired by serendipitous and
well-known analogies.

The study indicates structures and materials are the most prominent area of biomimetic design.
Most of the biomimetic materials and structures were found to be inspired by the biological
organizational levels falling on the layman visible scale. However, the novel biomimetic materials
and structures were also found to occur at non-layman visible scale levels of molecule, cell and organ
system, which are comparatively less explored by engineering designers. In addition, we could not find
highly novel biomimetic structures and materials in the sample set. This may indicate that biomimetics
has seldomly resulted in development of novel functions in the field of structures and materials.
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Almost all of the biological scale was found to be utilized for the development of mechanisms
and processes. However, most biomimetic mechanisms and processes are inspired by biological
organizational levels falling on the layman visible scale. As the most novel biomimetic designs result in
addition of new functions to existing technology and provide new approaches to performing existing
functions, the study indicates that the biological organizational levels are lower than at the organism
level, and particularly tissue level, to be the source of inspiration for novel mechanisms and processes.

In general, the mimicry of biological behaviors and principles was found to result in higher
novelty products. Thus, more focus needs to be placed in inculcating biological behaviors and
principles in engineering designs, rather than just mimicking the form of biological entities. Biological
behaviors occurring at molecule and population level were found to be less explored for generation
of biomimetic designs. Moreover, the study indicates that nature’s pool of design principles remains
highly underutilized. The existing biomimetic products based on biological principles utilize the
biological principles from the population and ecosystem levels. The study suggests that biomimetic
researchers should explore the biological principles governing the phenomena occurring at other levels
to develop products with good novelty.

The study presents the application of cross-categorical analysis to the field of bio-inspired design,
and biomimetics without being specific to the domain of application. The method can be applied
by biomimetic practitioners, while restricting the designs in the sample set to their relevant field of
interest, to identify prominent biological organizational levels, and abstraction levels which have
resulted in development of novel biomimetic products in the past. Since the measure of novelty, as
used in the study, provides the qualitative comparison of the solution provided by the biomimetic
design with the conventional form of designs, the identified prominent categories can possibly inspire
solutions to design problems beyond the scope of present technology.

The methods of identifying biomimetic designs in the current study are restricted to manual
and database search. We intend to collect a more extensive biomimetic sample set that can be used
for training autonomous classification and bio-inspiration search tools. Additionally, we intend to
identify and normalize the approaches used in development of biomimetic products identified as very
highly and highly novel. However, our study considers only the novelty of the designs and not the
full measure of innovation. In order to include the market impact of biomimetic products, the full
dimension of creativity, that is, both novelty and usefulness, could be analyzed to more accurately
predict the success of biomimetic products in the market.
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